School Visits
- 10 presentations
- 5 schools
- 565 students
- Average 3.4 guest speakers (early-career scientists) per presentation

Undergraduate & Graduate Student Involvement
- 2 undergraduate students
- 23 graduate students
- 1 postdoctoral fellow

Teacher Involvement
- 1 Teacher with Fellowship from NIWA joined for 2 days of school visits
Public Engagement

- Media Event :: 4 crews resulting in radio & TV pieces
- Research Aircraft Open House :: 300 Visitors

Internet-based Outreach

- 11 DEEPWAVE Outreach Webpages
- 1,999 views of all EO pages in a 104 day period
- 15 Facebook Posts
- 26 Tweets on Twitter

Printed Material

- DEEPWAVE postcard
- DEEPWAVE Open House flier

Media Coverage

- 17 unique pieces including radio, tv, and online
- DEEPWAVE in the News